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general, in a system that requires use of a clear output image (a video signal or the like), since an image cannot be
preserved in a case where the level of an input image is unexpectedly greatly changed, an input image of a
necessary level or a small difference from the level of the input image is saved. The clear output image is
generated by analyzing the saved input image. As a monitoring method for saving the input image with the

unnecessary large level, there are methods as follows: (1) A monitoring method using an image signal processing
board (an image processing device for processing a video signal and the like) and an alert generation device and

saving a signal corresponding to the alert generation device as a monitoring image. (2) A monitoring method using
an image signal processing board for converting a video signal to an audio signal, an audio signal processing device

for generating an audio signal, and a clear output generating device for generating the monitoring image by
combining the audio signal and an image. (3) A monitoring method for generating the monitoring image by

combining an image with an image signal for differentiating a proper input image from the input image. (4) A
monitoring method for combining the monitoring image with an image that is obtained by mixing two different

images to generate the monitoring image. (5) A monitoring method for switching an input image depending on the
number of times of occurrence of alert outputs. Among these monitoring methods, monitoring method (1) is a

method of previously preparing the alert generation device. However, it is impossible to respond to a variation in
the input signal caused by an anomaly of an object to be monitored, because the input image is saved by the alert
generation device. Monitoring method (2) is a method of generating a proper monitoring image by combining the
audio signal and the input image. When a voice is added to the image, a sense of reality is deteriorated. Therefore,
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